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ABSTRACT
Uncertain data is inherently important in a lot of real-world
applications, such as environmental surveillance and mobile
tracking. Probabilistic convex hull is very useful for dis-
covering the territory of imprecise data in such applications
with a high confidence. In order to deal with this, we pro-
pose and study probabilistic convex hull queries based on
the possible world semantics, which are able to retrieve the
objects whose probability of being on the convex hull is at
least α. The demonstration is based on animal tracking
whose GPS coordinate is no longer considered to be precise
due to device limitation or privacy issues. We demonstrate
two interesting results from studying the migration habit
of one specific species and the correlation between species
through probabilistic convex hull queries.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications

General Terms
Algorithms
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1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of defining convex hull on a set of data points

has attracted a lot of attention due to its wide spectrum of
real life applications such as pattern recognition [1], cluster
analysis [7] and linear optimization [2]. A large number of
algorithms have been proposed to compute convex hull. A-
mong them Andrew’s Monotone Chain algorithm [6] finds
the convex hull of a set of n 2D points in O(n log n) time
and it is probably the best known one.

All the existing algorithms assume that the each data
point must be certain. However, in real life application-
s, the collected data may be imprecise due to environment
factors, device limitations and privacy issues. To the best of
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Figure 1: A Set of Uncertain Objects

our knowledge, no previous work has studied the concept of
probabilistic convex hull query.

Consider an animal tracking system, which continuously
collects the sample location of animals. The sample loca-
tions of an animal are inherently noisy due to the instability
of the tag and environmental factors. Figure 1 shows an
example of the sample locations of six animals (i.e. object-
s A to F ). Each animal has several sample locations that
represent its possible positions. Suppose that the system
sampled 3 times to localize these animals. Animal A was
observed in three places, a1, a2 and a3, each of which has a
probability of 1

3
. There are two sample locations of C, since

two of three samples have the same sample location. In this
case, the probability of one sample location is 2

3
while the

probability of the other is 1

3
. Sample locations can be used

to evaluate the uncertainty in the animal tracking system.
In this paper, we demonstrate our probabilistic convex

hull query tool, which provides an efficient way for retriev-
ing objects whose probability of being on the convex hull is
at least α. Our system not only supports a single probabilis-
tic convex hull query, but is also capable of handling dual
probabilistic convex hull queries, which find the convex hulls
for two pieces of data. Following our animal tracking exam-
ple, we are able to learn the activity region of some animal
through probabilistic convex hull queries. Dual convex hull
queries are useful for discovering the correlation between t-
wo pieces of data. If the convex hull of the location of two
species overlap, these two species possibly interact for some
reason.

The probabilistic convex hull model is presented in Sec-
tion 2. In Section 3, we describe our probabilistic convex
hull query algorithm. We propose three types of convex hull
queries supported by our system and demonstrate them in
Sections 4 and 5. We give the conclusion in Section 6.
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Figure 2: Two Possible Worlds of the Uncertain Object

Set Presented in Figure 1

2. PROBABILISTIC CONVEX HULL
In this section, we present our uncertain data model and

formally define the concept of probabilistic convex hull (PCH)
based on the popular possible world semantics [3].

We adopt the multi-instance mode to interpret the un-
certain objects, which is also used in previous studies such
as [5]. We assume that a database is composed of a set
of objects = {o1, o2, . . . , on}, and each object oi is repre-
sented by a set of ℓi instances, which we denote as oi =
{s1i , s

2

i , . . . , s
ℓi
i }. For each uncertain object oi, we define a

random variable xoi describing the instance that oi occurs
to be.

To keep our model simple, we assume that (1) the uncer-
tain objects are independent of each other, and (2) for each
uncertain object, its instances are exclusive to each other.

Figure 2 illustrates two possible worlds of the uncertain
objects presented in Figure 1. In the possible world on the
left, object A is not on the convex hull while object D is
on the convex hull and vice versa on the right. The prob-
ability of each possible world is the product of the existing
probability of all its instances.

Definition 1. Given a set of objects O, the probabilis-

tic convex hull query with probabilistic threshold α returns

the set of objects PCHα = {o ∈ O|Prh(o) ≥ α}, where

Prh(o) =
∑

pw
Prh(o|pw) · Pr(pw). The parameter pw is a

possible world of O and Prh(o|pw) is the probability of o on

the convex hull in pw.

3. ALGORITHM
In this section, we consider how to compute Prh(o) for an

object o ∈ O. In our model, each object oi is represented
by a set of instances sj . Conceptually, in order to compute
the Prh(oi), we have to consider all the Prh(sj) which is
the probability of sj being on the convex hull. According
to the law of total probability, the expression of Prh(oi) is
given by:

Prh(oi) =
∑

pw

Prh(oi, pw)

=
∑

pw

∑

sj∈oi

Prh(oi, pw|sj)Pr(sj)

=
∑

sj∈oi

∑

pw

Prh(sj , pw|sj)Pr(sj)

=
∑

sj∈oi

Prh(sj)Pr(sj) (1)
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Figure 3: Illustration of Prh(b̂1a3f3) Computation

As we know that Prh(sj) can be queried from the databas-
es, then the remaining problem is how to compute Prh(oi).
Before presenting the algorithm for computing Prh(sj), we
consider the scenario in Figure 3 first.

Suppose that we already know that the instances b1 and

f3 are the consecutive instances of a3, denoted as f̂3a3b1
and we want to compute the probability of the instance a3

being on the convex hull. If a3 is on the convex hull, al-
l the instances of C, D and E must below lines a3f3 and
b1a3. In Figure 3, it is observed that all the instances of
C and E are below these two lines. For another object D,
only one instance d4 is below these two lines. Therefore,

Prh(f̂3a3b1) = 1× 1

4
× 1 = 0.25.
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Figure 4: Illustration of Prh(ŝjsisk) Computation

After explaining the computation of Prh(b̂1a3f3) in Fig-
ure 3, we now give the general computing formula. Suppose
that sj and sk are the consecutive instances of si, then we
have the following three cases:

Case 1 ∃ot ∈ O − {oi, oj , ok}, such that ∀sj ∈ ot, sj is
above the line sjsi or sisk, then Prh(ŝjsisk) = 0.

Case 2 If or ∈ O − {oi, oj , ok}, satisfies that ∀sj ∈ or, sj
is above the line sjsi or sisk, then or does not have
effect on Prh(ŝjsisk).

Case 3 If os ∈ O − {oj , oi, ok}, the instances of os across
the lines sksi or sisk, then only the instances above
the lines have positive effect on Prh(ŝjsisk).

Given ŝjsisk, if we find an object that conforms to Case
1, then Prh(ŝjsisk) = 0 without any further computation.
If an object satisfies Case 2, we skip that object. For the ob-
jects in Case 3, we need to compute the probability of that
object being below the two lines by considering the proba-
bility of its instances.



Once we have computed Prh(ŝjsisk), we can enumerate
all the possible consecutive instances of si in order to get
Prh(si). The algorithm for computing Prh(oi) is summa-
rized as follows:

1. For all consecutive instances sj and sk /∈ oi
compute Prh(ŝjsisk)

2. Prh(si) ←
∑

sj ,sk
Prh(ŝjsisk) for all sj , sk consecu-

tive to si

3. Prh(oi)←
∑

sj∈oi
Prh(sj)Prh(sj)

If Prh(oi) ≥ α, oi is considered to be an object on the convex
hull, otherwise it is regarded to be an interior point.

4. PCH QUERY PROCESSING
We implemented a prototype that supports three types of

probabilistic convex hull queries: single, dual and regional
PCH queries. For each type of PCH query, our system
returns both the information of objects on and inside the
convex hull separately.

4.1 Single PCH query
Single PCH is useful for describing the territory of uncer-

tain data, since the number of objects on the convex hull is
much smaller than the size of data. Given a set of uncertain
data objects, our system bulk-loads the uncertain data to
R-tree and performs the computation of PCH as illustrated
in Section 3.

Figure 5: Single Probabilistic Convex Hull

Figure 5 demonstrates the single PCH query result of
one sample uncertain data. In Figure 5, the red points are
the objects on the convex hull with probability greater than
probability threshold α.

4.2 Dual PCH query
Dual probabilistic convex hull is able to discover the com-

mon region and spatial relationship between two uncertain
data. Similar to the PCH query, our system carries out the
computation of probabilistic dual convex hull by using the
input of two given pieces of data. Figure 6 shows the re-
sult of dual PCH query on two sample uncertain data. The
purple and red points show the convex hull of both data.

Figure 6: Dual Probabilistic Convex Hull

Figure 7: Regional Probabilistic Convex Hull

4.3 Regional PCH query
Regional probabilistic convex hull query is used to retrieve

the probabilistic convex hull of a specified region of original
uncertain data. This query makes our system flexible and
useful for more real-world applications. Since the distribu-
tion of the data is not always strongly connected, regional
PCH query is able to offer finer results. Figure 7 shows a
PCH of a specified region of one sample uncertain data.

5. DEMONSTRATION PLAN
Our system and web interface are implemented in Ja-

va programming language on top of R-tree[4]. In the de-
mo, we present application scenarios for all three types of
queries: single single, dual and regional PCH queries using
real dataset that we collected from GTOPP1.

GTOPP dataset contains the sample locations of the tagged
animals sorted by timestamp, providing the geographical in-
formation of these animals. Since the sample locations are
not reliable and the consecutive sample locations may repre-
sent the same location, we use the sliding window method to
group the consecutive samples into one object. The samples
in the objects have the same weight and the probability of
each sample location is assigned by voting of the samples.

Figure 8 demonstrates the result of probabilistic single
convex hull query on the movement area of the marine species,
Atlantic bluefin tuna. Through querying convex hull of the
locations of this specie, we are able to know its movement

1http://gtopp.org



range and learn about the territory it inhabits.
However, the sample locations of Atlantic bluefin tuna

Figure 8: Atlantic Bluefin Tuna

are imprecise and uncertain, as shown in Figure 8. Notice
the three sample locations with lowest latitude in the south,
it is clear that these three consecutive sample locations are
not certain. They are too far away and the Atlantic bluefin
cannot pass through these locations within a short time.
The deterministic convex hull algorithms are not able to
solve this problem, since it returns a convex hull with a lot
of false positive regions because it considers all the possible
sample locations. However, Our system produces a much
more concise convex hull which is illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 9: Pacific Bluefin Tuna and Northern Ele-

phant Seal

The dual PCH query is useful for discovering the spa-
tial correlation between two datasets. In Figure 9, the dual
PCH query result shows that there exists an intersecting
area between the sample locations on the convex hull of
these two marine species: Pacific bluefin tuna and north-
ern elephant seal. Through this query, we are able to know
that these two marine species may have similar living habits
because their territories overlap in our query result. This
may be a signal that indicates a kind of correlation between
these two species and this findings would be worthwhile for
scientists to study further.

Regional PCH query is able to provide results with range
constraints and it is very useful in real-life situations. For ex-
ample, Pacific bluefin is widely spread over the South Pacific
shown in the left map of Figure 10. However, the fishermen

Figure 10: Pacific Bluefin Tuna Near South Ameri-

can

in Chile may only care about the living territory of Pacific
bluefin near their habitation. In this case, Regional PCH
query provides an area of fishing for the fishermen.

6. CONCLUSION
In this demo, first we aim to explain the problem of proba-

bilistic convex hull query. Secondly, we show that our system
is based on an uncertain model and an efficient algorithm,
which returns objects on PCH of probability at least α.
Based on the algorithm, we propose three types of PCH
queries and demonstrate the results of them by synthetic
and real datasets. The PCH query is able to show that our
system is superior to the existing deterministic approach by
providing more concise and significant results.
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